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From
the Editor

Dear Friend for Life

G

This year of 2018 has seen the significant anniversaries of two very important magisterial documents pertaining to morality, marriage and family.
Humanae Vitae was given to the world in July
1968—fifty years ago—and the wisdom and truths regarding marriage and the openness to life contained
within it still hold true today.
Blessed Paul VI predicted that four serious consequences would occur if contraception were to be embraced:
1. An increase in marital infidelity.
2. The lowering of general morality.
3. Men would view woman as objects for the
“satisfaction of his own desires” and not “as his partner
which he should surround with care and affection”.
4. The imposition of contraceptives by governments.
Rather than liberating women, as the proponents of
contraception would have us believe, contraception enslaves women—enslaves them to the passions of men,
and to their own. Contraception gives an illusory sense
of freedom, a false freedom that cannot satisfy.
The world we live in has mostly rejected the teachings found in Humanae Vitae, and the documents that
preceded it, and we see the terrible consequences of
failing to adhere to the natural law. One does not have
to look far to see the great devastation left in contraception’s wake. Sadly, all of Blessed Paul VI’s predictions
have come true.
Yet, many today would lament that it is just too difficult for married couples to be open to the gift of life and
access to contraception is a right that should be available
to all. Contraception, we are told, liberates women, and
is essential for the poor, who should not have children.
What’s more, contraception is said to prevent the greater
evil of abortion—another lie. No one will ever be able to
account just how many nascent human lives have been
aborted through the use of so-called contraceptives (see
page 20). Moreover, Statistics NZ reports that 40% of
women presenting for an abortion in 2017 were using
some form of birth control when they conceived.
No. Women and couples do not need contraception.
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Grace
They need the truth.
Which leads me to the twenty-fifth anniversary of a
little talked about encyclical written by Saint John Paul
II to all the Bishop’s of the Catholic Church—Veritatis
Splendor—the Splendor of Truth.
In this important document—written for our times–
Saint John Paul II reminds us that “truth enlightens
man’s intelligence and shapes his freedom.” He recalls
that the answer to all of our questions, most especially
our religious and moral questions, is Christ Himself.
We are reminded that God never commands the impossible even if “keeping God’s law in particular situations can be difficult, extremely difficult.” (VS #102)
Thanks be to God for His mercy and grace!
This issue of Family Life has a number of articles
and excerpts from Humanae Vitae and Veritatis Splendor. Father Linus Clovis gives an overview of the contents of Humanae Vitae on page 6, and on page 10, Father Shenan Boquet discusses how the challenges of
Natural Family Planning can lead to virtue.
We are privileged to have both priests keynote at our
upcoming Living the Splendour of Truth Conference, 5
to 7 October, and both will be present at the LifeFest
Youth Conference on 4 October.
Also attending the conference are His Eminence
Raymond Leo Cardinal Burke and Dr Gianna Emanuela
Molla, the daughter of Saint Gianna Beretta Molla.
They will be joined by an impressive line-up of international and local speakers who are experts in their particular field. Don’t miss this fantastic opportunity to meet
the daughter of a saint, be equipped to counter the attacks on life, faith and family and be inspired to live
your faith with courage and joy!
The splendour of Truth leads us to true freedom. It
is what individuals, families, communities and whole
societies need in order to truly flourish and become cultures that embrace the great gift of life. Let us begin.
Yours in the service of life

Michelle Kaufman (Mrs)
Director, Family Life International NZ

www.fli.org.nz
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From our
Founding Director

Saint
gianna beretta molla

Bearing fruit that will last

Lord, keep Your Grace in my heart. Live in me so that Your grace be mine.
. Make it that I may bear every day some flowers and new fruit.
Saint Gianna Beretta Molla

T

his morning I opened the front door to greet a small delivery of Lily of the
Valley plants which I hope to nurture and grow in honour of Saint Gianna
Beretta Molla.

Lily of the Valley, also known as Our Lady’s Tears or Mary’s Tears, were the
Saint’s favourite flowers. The beautiful and robust plants, with a stem of delicate
bell like white flowers, originated in Eurasia - that is Europe and Asia. I love Lily
of the Valley too, but have only ever seen onion flowers pop up under our trees!
Michelle and I, and many of our friends have developed a strong devotion to this
courageous Saint, as patroness of mothers, especially those facing difficult pregnancies. We have shared a lot about her recently.
It has been such a humble blessing to get to know Saint Gianna’s daughter, Gianna Emanuela, and become friends with her. From the first moment some years ago
when I, along with Father Clovis and friends, met Gianna, I was struck by her own
holiness, humility, and profound respect for both her parents and her brother, Pierluigi, and sister, Laura.

Above: His Eminence
Cardinal Burke and
Dr Gianna Emanuela
Molla in May 2018 at
the Rome March for
Life.
Top Right:
The Molla family:
Pietro, Pierluigi, Laura,
Saint Gianna and
Mariola; Saint Gianna
and her husband
Pietro;
Saint Gianna on
her wedding day.
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To become friends with the daughter of a Saint brings one to a newer closeness to
the spiritual and an appreciation of our faith, and more particularly, to the responsibilities of understanding and passing on the deposit of faith to all we meet, especially
our young people. Youth are so exciting and full of enquiry and hope. They have
very deep questions about life and their faith. It is important that they experience the
true depth of the Catholic faith - the faith that Jesus Himself passed on to us through
His Apostles.
Can you begin to imagine being present with your own father at the canonisation
of your mother by Pope John Paul II? Your mother who sacrificed her life so that
you might have life and have it to the full?
Therefore, it is our great and joyful pleasure to host Saint Gianna’s daughter,
Gianna Emanuela. Saint Gianna gave her own life so that Gianna, her tiny baby,
would be given the chance at life. Gianna Emanuela will travel from Milan, Italy to
join us for the LifeFest Youth Conference on Thursday 4 October, which happens to
be Saint Gianna’s birthday, and to speak at our Living the Splendour of Truth Conference Friday 5 to Sunday 7 October.
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Sadly, my baby Lily of the Valley plants will not be flowering by then. I would have loved to
be able to show Gianna just how much her Saint Mother means to us all and how her intercessory prayers to God the Most High is bringing blessings to many mothers in New Zealand. If you
have access to, or know of anyone who may by chance have some fresh Lily of the Valley flowers around the end of September, I would love to hear from you.
Together we
can make a very special welcome for Gianna.
Our world has become so complex in every aspect, so many challenges for
families to face with many pressures on young abortion vulnerable women to
abort their babies. We are bombarded every day with bad news. How our
Blessed Mother must weep.
I personally invite you to put aside the cares and woes of modern day
living for just a few days, to be refreshed and renewed and to bring young
people along to LifeFest. You will meet the most amazing people, make
new friends and personally meet the daughter of Saint Gianna Beretta
Molla, a very humble, holy and beautiful soul.
Please join us, we will be there to welcome you. Don’t forget
if you have access to Lily of the Valley flowers at that time, it would
be a blessed and beautiful gesture to bring these along to decorate
Saint Gianna’s small shrine at the Conference.
Sponsorships for all events will be available for those in need,
especially young people attending Lifefest on Thursday 4 October.
I pray I see you there!
With my deepest gratitude and thanks

Dame Colleen Bayer, DSG
Founding Director, Family Life International NZ
Family Life International NZ

www.fli.org.nz
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From our
Spiritual Director

HUMANAE VITAE
A Synopsis

Father Linus Clovis

Pope Paul VI secured his niche in
ecclesiastical and secular history
more by his promulgation of the
encyclical Humanae Vitae on July 25,
1968, than his presiding over the
Second Vatican Council.

U

p until 1930, all Christian denominations held contraception to be immoral. In Humanae V itae, Paul VI held fast
to this perennial and constant teaching
of Christianity. There was, however, a new spirit
abroad, a spirit of rebellion and, Humanae V itae,
like no other magisterial teaching before it, met not
only with ridicule and hostility, but even outright
dissent that led to confusion if not complete indifference. Amidst this unprecedented rejection of Church
teaching, few have actually read, let alone studied
Humanae Vitae.
The encyclical opens with a general recognition
that rapid population growth, the changed social

status of women and the stupendous scientific and technological advances have changed society and the world
but not man’s moral nature. §§2,3 The Pope therefore
begins by affirming the Church’s competency to
“interpret the natural moral law.” This competency is
grounded in the fact that Christ constituted St. Peter and
the other Apostles and, therefore, the Church, as
“authentic guardians and interpreters of the whole
moral law, not only, that is, of the law of the Gospel but
also of the natural law.” §4.
Humanae Vitae was written to address conjugal
love in the modern world and so the Pope begins by
identifying conjugal love’s character and purpose. Its
character, he notes, far from being the “effect of chance
or the result of the blind evolution of natural forces”, is
actually revealed in all its nobility “when we realize
that it takes its origin from God, who ‘is love’.” Its
purpose, however, is for spouses, through a reciprocal
self-giving, to unite themselves with the “goal of helping each other, to personal perfection in order to collaborate with God in the begetting and rearing of new
lives.” §8.
As delineated by Pope Paul, conjugal love has four
aspects: that of being fully human, total, faithful and
exclusive, and fruitful. §9 The aspect of being fully
human indicates that conjugal love is simultaneously
both physical and spiritual. In the spiritual realm, conjugal love is principally an act of the free will, which,
rising above natural instincts and feelings, embraces the
joys and sorrows of daily life, endures through thick
and thin and grows so that “husband and wife become
one heart and one soul and, together attain their human
perfection.”
From the aspect of being total, conjugal love springs
from a “very special form of personal friendship in
which husband and wife generously share everything,
without undue reservations or selfish calculations.” Here true love is less concerned with what one
receives from the beloved rather; it perpetually seeks to
enrich the beloved with the gift of oneself.
Conjugal love is faithful and exclusive until death;
as indeed, the “bride and groom conceive(d) it to be on
the day when they freely and with full awareness assumed the commitment of the marriage bond.” Fidelity
to one’s commitment, especially when difficulties are
encountered, is not only generally admired but, being
noble and meritorious in itself, becomes a source of
profound and lasting happiness.
The loving embrace of husband and wife does not
exhaust conjugal love. Instead, it aspires to fruitfulness
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or the desire to perpetuate itself by bringing new life into existence. “Marriage and
conjugal love are by their nature ordained toward the procreation and education of
children. Children are really the supreme gift of marriage and contribute in the highest
degree to their parents' welfare.”
Humanae Vitae was written to address the question of what constitutes responsible
parenthood. Responsible parenthood requires not only that spouses know, understand
and respect the “biological laws that are part of the human person” but also that they
subject their instincts and passions to their reason and will. In this there is the full exercise of human freedom, which liberates from slavish or addictive self indulgence. Responsible parenthood also includes both the generous decision to raise a
large family and, for grave reasons and with due respect to moral precepts, to avoid
having more children either for a certain time or even for an indefinite period of
time. It also entails that the spouses embrace the “objective moral order established
by God, and of which a right conscience is the true interpreter”, so as to fulfil their
duty toward God, themselves, their families and human society in a correct hierarchy
of values. Thus, spouses ought to ensure that their actions conform to the “creative
intention of God expressed in the very nature of marriage and of its acts, and manifested by the constant teaching of the Church.” §10
Built on the fact that God Himself has established the “inseparable connection …
between the unitive significance and the procreative significance which are both inherent to the marriage act.” Humanae Vitae’s central teaching holds that “each and
every marriage act must remain open to the transmission of life.” §11 Where the integrity of these two significances or sign values are protected, the Pope explained, the
fullness of the sense of true mutual love is preserved. §12 Thus, in regard to the regulation of birth, Humanae V itae is rooted in Gospel and natural law principles.
There are actions that are contrary to responsible parenthood and indeed intrinsically evil, such as “directly willed and procured abortion,” sterilization and “every action
that either in anticipation of the conjugal act or in its accomplishment or in the development of its natural consequences, would have as an end or as a means, to render
procreation impossible.” §14 The Pope does, however, affirm the lawfulness of what
today is called Natural Fertility Regulation (or Natural Family Planning), which is
free, without any medical side effects and conducive to happy marriages. The divorce
rate among NFR users is 2% compared with the 50% of contracepting couples. §14

Responsible
parenthood
requires not only
that spouses
know,
understand and
respect the
“biological laws
that are part of
the human
person” but also
that they subject
their instincts
and passions to
their reason
and will.

Fully aware that Humanae V itae would not be palatable to the modern world, the
Pope, with remarkable foresight, warned of the consequences of rejecting its teaching
and his warnings have proved accurate. §17. The Church, as the interpreter and not
the author of the moral law, must “proclaim with humble firmness the entire moral
law, both the natural and the law of the Gospel”, even if she appears, like her divine
Founder, a “sign of contradiction”. §18
In closing Humanae V itae, the Pope addresses pastoral concerns, which require
two things: a striving for self mastery and an environment favourable to chastity. To
these ends, he called for the cooperation of public authorities, of scientists, Christian
households, the medical profession, priests and bishops in a truly great work, without
which “man cannot find true happiness, for which he yearns with his whole being,
unless he respects the laws inscribed in his nature by God, laws which he ought to
observe with understanding and love.” §§19-31
The tragedy of Humanae V itae is that, although its doctrine is both true and good,
it has been rejected without being read. God expects us to accept it in faith and to live
it in the knowledge that, with the help of His grace, any perceived difficulties are stillborn. 

Family Life International NZ
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EXCERPTS FROM BLESSED PAUL VI’S ENCYCLICAL LETTER HUMANAE VITAE

The following excerpts from Humanae Vitae are offered for reflection and to
encourage the reader to study further this important encyclical.
God's Loving Design
8. Married love particularly reveals its true nature and
nobility when we realize that it takes its origin from
God, who "is love,"6 the Father "from whom every family in heaven and on earth is named." 7
Marriage, then, is far from being the effect of chance
or the result of the blind evolution of natural forces. It is
in reality the wise and provident institution of God the
Creator, whose purpose was to effect in man His loving
design. As a consequence, husband and wife, through
that mutual gift of themselves, which is specific and
exclusive to them alone, develop that union of two persons in which they perfect one another, cooperating with
God in the generation and rearing of new lives.
The marriage of those who have been baptized is, in
addition, invested with the dignity of a sacramental sign
of grace, for it represents the union of Christ and His
Church.

Married Love
9. In the light of these facts the characteristic features
and exigencies of married love are clearly indicated, and
it is of the highest importance to evaluate them exactly.
This love is above all fully human, a compound of
sense and spirit. It is not, then, merely a question of natural instinct or emotional drive. It is also, and above all,
an act of the free will, whose trust is such that it is meant
not only to survive the joys and sorrows of daily life, but
also to grow, so that husband and wife become in a way
one heart and one soul, and together attain their human
fulfillment.
It is a love which is total—that very special form of personal friendship in which husband and wife generously
share everything, allowing no unreasonable exceptions
and not thinking solely of their own convenience. Whoever really loves his partner loves not only for what he
receives, but loves that partner for the partner's own
sake, content to be able to enrich the other with the gift
of himself.
Married love is also faithful and exclusive of all other, and this until death. This is how husband and
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wife understood it on the day on which, fully aware of
what they were doing, they freely vowed themselves to
one another in marriage. Though this fidelity of husband
and wife sometimes presents difficulties, no one has the
right to assert that it is impossible; it is, on the contrary,
always honorable and meritorious. The example of
countless married couples proves not only that fidelity is
in accord with the nature of marriage, but also that it is
the source of profound and enduring happiness.
Finally, this love is fecund. It is not confined wholly
to the loving interchange of husband and wife; it also
contrives to go beyond this to bring new life into being.
"Marriage and conjugal love are by their nature ordained
toward the procreation and education of children. Children are really the supreme gift of marriage and contribute in the highest degree to their parents' welfare." 8

Unlawful Birth Control Methods
14. Therefore We base Our words on the first principles
of a human and Christian doctrine of marriage when We
are obliged once more to declare that the direct interruption of the generative process already begun and, above
all, all direct abortion, even for therapeutic reasons, are
to be absolutely excluded as lawful means of regulating
the number of children.14 Equally to be condemned, as
the magisterium of the Church has affirmed on many
occasions, is direct sterilization, whether of the man or
of the woman, whether permanent or temporary. 15
Similarly excluded is any action which either before,
at the moment of, or after sexual intercourse, is specifically intended to prevent procreation—whether as an
end or as a means. 16
Neither is it valid to argue, as a justification for sexual intercourse which is deliberately contraceptive, that a
lesser evil is to be preferred to a greater one, or that such
intercourse would merge with procreative acts of past
and future to form a single entity, and so be qualified by
exactly the same moral goodness as these. Though it is
true that sometimes it is lawful to tolerate a lesser moral
evil in order to avoid a greater evil or in order to promote a greater good," it is never lawful, even for the
gravest reasons, to do evil that good may come of it 18—
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in other words, to intend directly something which of its very nature contradicts the
moral order, and which must therefore be judged unworthy of man, even though the
intention is to protect or promote the welfare of an individual, of a family or of society
in general. Consequently, it is a serious error to think that a whole married life of otherwise normal relations can justify sexual intercourse which is deliberately contraceptive and so intrinsically wrong.

Consequences of Artificial Methods
17. Responsible men can become more deeply convinced of the truth of the doctrine
laid down by the Church on this issue if they reflect on the consequences of methods
and plans for artificial birth control. Let them first consider how easily this course of
action could open wide the way for marital infidelity and a general lowering of moral
standards. Not much experience is needed to be fully aware of human weakness and to
understand that human beings—and especially the young, who are so exposed to temptation—need incentives to keep the moral law, and it is an evil thing to make it easy
for them to break that law. Another effect that gives cause for alarm is that a man who
grows accustomed to the use of contraceptive methods may forget the reverence due to
a woman, and, disregarding her physical and emotional equilibrium, reduce her to being a mere instrument for the satisfaction of his own desires, no longer considering her
as his partner whom he should surround with care and affection.
Finally, careful consideration should be given to the danger of this power passing
into the hands of those public authorities who care little for the precepts of the moral
law. Who will blame a government which in its attempt to resolve the problems affecting an entire country resorts to the same measures as are regarded as lawful by married
people in the solution of a particular family difficulty? Who will prevent public authorities from favoring those contraceptive methods which they consider more effective?
Should they regard this as necessary, they may even impose their use on everyone. It
could well happen, therefore, that when people, either individually or in family or social life, experience the inherent difficulties of the divine law and are determined to
avoid them, they may give into the hands of public authorities the power to intervene
in the most personal and intimate responsibility of husband and wife.

Promotion of Chastity
22. We take this opportunity to address those who are engaged in education and all
those whose right and duty it is to provide for the common good of human society. We
would call their attention to the need to create an atmosphere favorable to the growth
of chastity so that true liberty may prevail over license and the norms of the moral law
may be fully safeguarded.

Recourse to God
25. For this reason husbands and wives should take up the burden appointed to them,
willingly, in the strength of faith and of that hope which "does not disappoint us, because God's love has been poured into our hearts through the Holy Spirit who has been
given to us 36 Then let them implore the help of God with unremitting prayer and, most
of all, let them draw grace and charity from that unfailing fount which is the Eucharist.
If, however, sin still exercises its hold over them, they are not to lose heart. Rather
must they, humble and persevering, have recourse to the mercy of God, abundantly
bestowed in the Sacrament of Penance. In this way, for sure, they will be able to reach
that perfection of married life which the Apostle sets out in these words: "Husbands,
love your wives, as Christ loved the Church. . . Even so husbands should love their
wives as their own bodies. He who loves his wife loves himself. For no man ever hates
his own flesh, but nourishes and cherishes it, as Christ does the Church. . . This is a
great mystery, and I mean in reference to Christ and the Church; however, let each one
of you love his wife as himself, and let the wife see that she respects her husband." 37

Then let them
implore the help
of God with
unremitting
prayer and, most
of all, let them
draw grace and
charity from that
unfailing fount
which is the
Eucharist.

*Please refer to the original text for references.
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Natural family plann

“[U]sing the natural [family planning] methods requires and strengthens the harmony of the
married couple, it helps and confirms the rediscovery of the marvellous gift of parenthood,
it involves respect for nature and demands the responsibility of the individuals. According to many
authoritative opinions, they also foster more completely that human ecology which is the
harmony between the demands of nature and personal behaviour.”
St. Pope John Paul II, Address to Teachers of Natural Family Planning, December 7, 1996

Pope Paul VI on the Benefits and
Challenges of NFP
As numerous popes have made clear, couples who shun
the temptation of contraception and follow the Church’s
teachings on what St. Pope John Paul II called
“responsible procreation,” open themselves up to a
myriad of blessings. The most obvious is that couples
who opt for natural family planning are far less likely to
get divorced. Were this the one and only benefit, it
would be sufficient reason to recommend the practice.
In Humanae Vitae, however, Pope Paul VI lists a
host of other benefits. The use of periodic continence, he
begins, has “the salutary effect of enabling husband and
wife to develop to their personalities and to be enriched
with spiritual blessings.” This practice, he said, “brings
to family life abundant fruits of tranquility and peace.”
It also, he added, helps “in solving difficulties of
other kinds. It fosters in husband and wife thoughtfulness and loving consideration for one another. It helps
them to repel inordinate self-love, which is the opposite
of charity. It arouses in them a consciousness of their
responsibilities. And finally, it confers upon parents a
deeper and more effective influence in the education of
their children.”
Still, the pope also stressed the difficulties – “at
times very great” – that couples face in striving to
follow the Church’s teaching. “For them, as indeed for
every one of us,” he added somewhat bleakly, “the gate
is narrow, and the way is hard, that leads to life.”
Acknowledging that some couples may become “deeply
distressed” by the difficulties they face, and the real risk
of failure on the part of some couples, he urged them
never to “lose heart,” but to resort – “humble and persevering” – to the Sacrament of Penance.

10

A One-Sided Perspective
Unfortunately, in a well-intentioned, but misguided effort to lure couples away from contraception towards
NFP, some teachers or preachers may occasionally paint
an overly one-sided picture of NFP. In the very worst
cases, this presentation can almost make NFP seem like
a form of “Catholic contraception,” suggesting to
couples that they can attain perfect control over their
fertility at the expense of only the mildest inconveniences to their sex life or other plans.
Some teachers, for instance, may continuously
emphasize how a few days a month couples might have
to abstain from sex to postpone (avoid) pregnancy.
Others will repeatedly point to statistics showing how
reliable NFP can be, compared to contraception. Others
might suggest that couples who use NFP often have
more and better sex than their contracepting peers. Or
they may wax eloquent on the “honeymoon effect”
that can follow a period of abstinence.
None of these claims are wrong in themselves.
However, without balance or a deeper perspective they
can create an unrealistic and superficial picture of the
Church’s teaching.
On a practical level, by creating overly rosy expectations, they set couples up for disappointment and failure.
Not having been prepared for the inevitable difficulties
of practicing NFP, such couples may feel tempted to
give up after frustrating initial attempts, thinking they
have been duped. Tragically, if their teachers have failed
to transmit to such couples the rich spirituality of
marriage and personal sanctity in which Pope Paul VI
and other popes have always been careful to place this
teaching, they will lack the tools they need to stay the
course and reap its great benefits.
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Lead to
Father Shenan J. Boquet

Why the Church Bias in Favour of Life

Church’s Good News about marriage.

These couples may not, for instance, have been told
about what we might call the Church’s “bias for life”:
that is, the Church’s life-affirming teaching that procreation is the primary good of marriage. Indeed, so central
is this teaching to the Church’s understanding of
marriage, that She states that a couple that has the
intention never to have children is incapable of contracting a valid sacramental marriage.

Yes, NFP Can Be Difficult

“Marriage and conjugal love are by their nature
ordained toward the procreation and education of
children,” states the Second Vatican Council. “Children
are really the supreme gift of marriage and contribute in
the highest degree to their parents’ welfare.”
This stands in stark contrast to the contraceptive
mentality of our age, in which a couple typically enters a
sexual relationship with the tacit understanding that
children are only something to be discussed at a later
date. Children thus become a mere accessory to a
marriage, to be added on once a couple has discerned at
excruciating length if they are “ready.”
Indeed, if couples only ever listened to worldly
family planners, economists and other experts, they
might think they never have a sufficiently stable
relationship, enough money, a sufficiently promising
clear career path, a big enough house, or access to good
enough schools, to have a child.
Unfortunately, even many Catholic couples approach
the altar having unintentionally absorbed this pessimistic, anti-child spirit of our age. Such as these may never
have had the chance to learn what so many other Catholic couples have learned: that it is in trusting in God’s
providence and taking reasonable “risks” by generously
welcoming new life that they have been blessed with the
greatest joys of their married lives.
For that reason, if NFP instruction only emphasizes
perfect planning or pregnancy prevention
(postponement) without challenging couples by
speaking of the value of a generous openness to life, it
deprives Catholic couples of an important part of the
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Nevertheless, the Church is also clear that human beings
also have a responsibility to exercise their reason while
seeking the will of God in their lives, including in the
area of procreation. If a couple prayerfully discerns that
they have just reasons for postponing a child at this
time, then (as numerous statements from popes have
made clear) they may in good conscience have recourse
to natural family planning.
It is true that some couples find practicing NFP
relatively easy. Perhaps they have a knack for grasping
the technical aspect of NFP, or the woman is blessed
with regular, predictable cycles, or they have strong
communication skills, etc. However, many other
couples will not find things so easy. Such as these may
experience NFP as a real cross.
They may, for instance, find the scientific principles
of NFP confusing or difficult to apply to their circumstances. This can cause frustration and may lead to the
need for long periods of abstinence. Or they may find
that practicing NFP exposes a significant difference in
libido between the spouses, so that one spouse feels that
they are disproportionately shouldering the burden of
abstinence. This can provoke feelings of emotional
rejection and resentment, which may in turn lead to
temptations to seek solace or sexual release in other,
immoral ways (pornography, masturbation, etc.). On the
other hand, the other spouse may feel unduly pressured
to engage in sex, even when doing so might jeopardize
the couple’s mutual agreement to postpone pregnancy
for the time being.
Another common problem is that the woman may
begin to resent that the couple’s sexual relations depends
entirely on the patterns of her body. This can lead to a
sense that NFP places undue pressure on her, or that she
is at “fault” if her cycle is unpredictable or lengthy and
requires difficult periods of abstinence. Furthermore, she
may resent that it is typically when her sexual desire is
at its height – the days leading up to ovulation – that the
couple must abstain. The man, for his part, may feel
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uncertain to what extent or how he should be involved in the process of charting, etc.,
and can feel alienated or “out of the loop.” If the couple does not already have strong
communication skills, they may find that practicing NFP exacerbates this problem,
leading to painful miscommunications.
Finally, even when practiced perfectly (and it often isn’t), there is always the “risk”
of an unplanned pregnancy when using NFP. If a couple was legitimately using NFP
for just reasons, this will inevitably bring with it some degree of stress. Ironically, the
hardest time to practice NFP is also in the woman’s post-partum phase, when her cycles are most unpredictable. Some couples will thus find that in addition to the challenges of a new baby, they must navigate the stress of long, uncertain periods of abstinence.
And these are only some of the challenges facing couples using NFP.

“The moral law
obliges them
in every case
to control the
impulse of
instinct and
passion, and to
respect the
biological laws
inscribed in their
person.”
Saint Pope John Paul II,
Evangelium Vitae #97

Such Difficulties As Some Experience Don’t Negate NFP
The first, and most important thing to note about these difficulties is that they are not a
“bug” of NFP: they are a feature.
In reading the Church’s documents on periodic abstinence, you will nowhere find
the popes promising couples an easy path. They do not promise lives planned with
pinpoint accuracy to minimize suffering or uncertainty, or marriages characterized by
an unlimited supply of pleasurable sex. On the contrary, they continuously emphasize
that NFP requires the practice of self-denial. Furthermore, they insist, any benefits that
NFP brings the couple are precisely because it requires self-denial.
As St. Pope John Paul II says in Evangelium Vitae, whether couples are currently
open to life or seeking to postpone pregnancy, “The moral law obliges them in every
case to control the impulse of instinct and passion, and to respect the biological laws
inscribed in their person.” It is, says Pope Paul VI in Humanae Vitae, when the couple
acquires “complete mastery over themselves and their emotions” that “the expression
of love, essential to married life” will “conform to right order.” Then the couple will
experience the “thoughtfulness,” “peace,” “tranquility,” and other benefits that Pope
Paul VI promises.
Contrast this to the case of contraception. Whereas contraception promises couples
endless pleasure and the security of the perfectly planned life with little or no sacrifice,
instead it so often leads only to heartache, alienation and suffering. After all, if contraception were the panacea its advocates promise it to be, then why do so many contracepting couples feel sexually unfilled or emotionally alienated? Why do so many contracepting couples get divorced? Why does so much contracepted sex end in the abortion clinic?
Practicing NFP, on the other hand, can serve as a crucible, exposing the weaknesses of the couple as a couple, or as individuals: bad communication habits, emotional
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immaturity, a lack of self-control in areas of sexuality, a slavery to the spirit of the
world, a weak prayer life or lack of trust in God, etc.
At these times, Catholic couples committed to faithfulness to the Church will find
that they are instinctively driven to deeper prayer and to sacrifice. Complacency is no
longer an option. The difficulties of NFP have exposed the ways that they urgently
need to develop their personalities and their relationship. The couple has no option
but to learn to communicate better. They must learn to pray together. They must
deepen their concept of love, and learn other, non-sexual ways to express intimacy.
They must learn to sacrifice immediate gratification for the sake of the long-term
welfare of the other spouse and their family. They must begin to fast more in order to
bring their passions under control. And thus, will they prove St. Paul right that “in
weakness I am made strong.”
As Pope Paul VI exhorted couples struggling with this teaching: “let them implore the help of God with unremitting prayer and, most of all, let them draw grace
and charity from that unfailing fount which is the Eucharist.” And to priests, the pope
exhorted: “Teach married couples the necessary way of prayer and prepare them to
approach more often with great faith the Sacraments of the Eucharist and of Penance.”
The reason that couples that practice NFP so rarely get divorced is not, I believe,
because NFP removes any difficulties in their marriages. Rather, it is because: a)
They already have a deep commitment to transcendent ideals about marriage, including an understanding of love as other-oriented and rooted in self-sacrifice, and b) The
primary mechanism of NFP – self-denial – forces the couple to forthrightly address
their weaknesses as a couple and as individuals, opens their hearts to a supernatural
perspective, and drives them to a greater dependence on God’s grace.

Peace in this life
is not found in
indiscriminately
following our
passions. It is
found in gaining
mastery over our
passions, and
directing them
towards a
transcendent
ideal, in accord
with God’s law.

Peace in this life is not found in indiscriminately following our passions. It is
found in gaining mastery over our passions, and directing them towards a transcendent ideal, in accord with God’s law. The “complete mastery” over ourselves and our
emotions that Pope Paul VI exhorts in Humanae Vitae is the work of a lifetime. Our
efforts will be punctuated by failures and times of frustration. But in the end, the rewards are worth it: a growth in virtue, and a deepening of our relationship with our
spouse and with God. 
Father Shenan J. Boquet travels around the world spreading the Gospel of
Life as President of Human Life International (HLI). This article was first
published at hli.org and is reprinted here with permission. Don’t miss
Father Boquet at the LifeFest Youth Conference on Thursday 4 October
and the Living the Splendour of Truth Conference Friday 5 to Sunday 7
October!

By their very nature,
the institution of matrimony itself and
conjugal love are ordained for the
procreation and education of children,
and find in them their ultimate crown.
Gaudium et Spes #48
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AND THE

NEW EVANGELISATION
EXCERPTS FROM SAINT JOHN PAUL II’S
ENCYCLICAL LETTER

VERITATIS SPLENDOR
REGARDING CERTAIN
FUNDAMENTAL QUESTIONS
OF THE CHURCH’S MORAL TEACHING
Promulgated by Saint Pope John Paul II on 6
August to the Bishops of the world, this important document on the moral life and the
truth that sets us free is just as relevant today as twenty-five years ago. The following
passages are worthy of reflection and the
reader is encouraged to read and study the
full text of Veritatis Splendor.

106. Evangelization is the most powerful and stirring challenge which the Church has been called to
face from her very beginning. Indeed, this challenge is posed not so much by the social and cultural milieux which she encounters in the course of
history, as by the mandate of the Risen Christ, who
defines the very reason for the Church's existence:
"Go into all the world and preach the Gospel to the
whole creation" (Mk 16:15).
At least for many peoples, however, the present
time is instead marked by a formidable challenge
to undertake a "new evangelization", a proclamation of the Gospel which is always new and always
the bearer of new things, an evangelization which
must be "new in its ardour, methods and expression".166 Dechristianization, which weighs heavily
upon entire peoples and communities once rich in
faith and Christian life, involves not only the loss
of faith or in any event its becoming irrelevant for
everyday life, but also, and of necessity, a decline
or obscuring of the moral sense. This comes about
both as a result of a loss of awareness of the originality of Gospel morality and as a result of an
eclipse of fundamental principles and ethical values themselves. Today's widespread tendencies
towards subjectivism, utilitarianism and relativism
appear not merely as pragmatic attitudes or patterns
of behaviour, but rather as approaches having a
basis in theory and claiming full cultural and social
legitimacy.
107. Evangelization — and therefore the "new
evangelization" — also involves the proclamation
and presentation of morality. Jesus himself, even
as he preached the Kingdom of God and its saving
love, called people to faith and conversion
(cf. Mk 1:15). And when Peter, with the other
Apostles, proclaimed the Resurrection of Jesus of
Nazareth from the dead, he held out a new life to
be lived, a "way" to be followed, for those who
would be disciples of the Risen One (cf. Acts 2:3741; 3:17-20).
Just as it does in proclaiming the truths of faith,
and even more so in presenting the foundations and
content of Christian morality, the new evangelization will show its authenticity and unleash all its
missionary force when it is carried out through the
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gift not only of the word proclaimed but also of the word lived. In particular, the life of holiness which is resplendent in so many members of the People
of God, humble and often unseen, constitutes the simplest and most attractive
way to perceive at once the beauty of truth, the liberating force of God's love,
and the value of unconditional fidelity to all the demands of the Lord's law,
even in the most difficult situations. For this reason, the Church, as a wise
teacher of morality, has always invited believers to seek and to find in the
Saints, and above all in the Virgin Mother of God "full of grace" and "allholy", the model, the strength and the joy needed to live a life in accordance
with God's commandments and the Beatitudes of the Gospel.

The lives of the saints, as a reflection of the goodness of God — the One
who "alone is good" — constitute not only a genuine profession of faith and an
incentive for sharing it with others, but also a glorification of God and his infinite holiness. The life of holiness thus brings to full expression and effectiveness the threefold and unitary munus propheticum, sacerdotale et regale which
every Christian receives as a gift by being born again "of water and the Spirit" (Jn 3:5) in Baptism. His moral life has the value of a "spiritual worship" (Rom 12:1; cf. Phil 3:3), flowing from and nourished by that inexhaustible source of holiness and glorification of God which is found in the Sacraments, especially in the Eucharist: by sharing in the sacrifice of the Cross, the
Christian partakes of Christ's self-giving love and is equipped and committed
to live this same charity in all his thoughts and deeds. In the moral life the
Christian's royal service is also made evident and effective: with the help of
grace, the more one obeys the new law of the Holy Spirit, the more one grows
in the freedom to which he or she is called by the service of truth, charity and
justice.
108. At the heart of the new evangelization and of the new moral life which it
proposes and awakens by its fruits of holiness and missionary zeal, there is the
Spirit of Christ, the principle and strength of the fruitfulness of Holy Mother
Church. As Pope Paul VI reminded us: "Evangelization will never be possible
without the action of the Holy Spirit".167 The Spirit of Jesus, received by the
humble and docile heart of the believer, brings about the flourishing of Christian moral life and the witness of holiness amid the great variety of vocations,
gifts, responsibilities, conditions and life situations. As Novatian once pointed
out, here expressing the authentic faith of the Church, it is the Holy Spirit
"who confirmed the hearts and minds of the disciples, who revealed the mysteries of the Gospel, who shed upon them the light of things divine. Strengthened by his gift, they did not fear either prisons or chains for the name of the
Lord; indeed they even trampled upon the powers and torments of the world,
armed and strengthened by him, having in themselves the gifts which this same
Spirit bestows and directs like jewels to the Church, the Bride of Christ. It is in
fact he who raises up prophets in the Church, instructs teachers, guides
tongues, works wonders and healings, accomplishes miracles, grants the discernment of spirits, assigns governance, inspires counsels, distributes and harmonizes every other charismatic gift. In this way he completes and perfects the
Lord's Church everywhere and in all things".168

With the help of
grace, the more
one obeys the
new law of the
Holy Spirit,
the more one
grows in the
freedom to
which he or she is
called by the
service of
truth, charity
and justice.

*Please refer to the original text for references.
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ctober is traditionally known as Respect Life Month
and this year, Family Life International will be hosting a week of pro-life, pro-family activities that will
inform, inspire and equip people in their endeavours
to restore a culture of life.

The exciting week begins with a seminar with Father Boquet
(see his article on page 10) and Dr Brian Clowes on the afternoon
of Sunday 30th September at St Joseph’s Centre in Takapuna. Cohosted with Human Life International and Couples For Christ
Foundation for Family and Life, the seminar will focus on our
call as Christians to love, protect, defend and serve life. An introduction to pro-life and pro-family work, it is hoped that attendees will be inspired to attend the Living the Splendour of
Truth Conference over the following weekend to learn more and
become enthused in this great work to defend life.
Another significant event happening in this important week, is
a workshop for Clergy on Wednesday 3 rd October at Epsom Girls
Grammar School. This is an opportunity for clergy to discuss
effective pastoral approaches to the challenging life and family
issues that arise in the lives of those whom they serve. Father
Boquet and Brian Clowes work with Bishops, Priests, Deacons
and Seminarians throughout the world, mentoring and facilitating
discussions about sensitive pastoral issues, helping to answer the
difficult questions that come their way so that they can authentically accompany, in truth, those entrusted to their care.
Thursday 4th October, the birthday of Saint Gianna Beretta
Molla, will be a fun-filled day as the LifeFest Youth Conference
draws young people from all over the Auckland Diocese and New
Zealand to celebrate the great gift of life! With great speakers,
practical, fun, life-affirming activities, music, food and most importantly Holy Mass and Adoration, youth aged 13 plus will be
equipped to defend and serve life and be courageous witnesses
among their peers.

HIS EMINENCE
RAYMOND LEO
CARDINAL BURKE
One of the world’s foremost
authorities on Canon Law,
Cardinal Burke leads with an
unwavering passion for the
integrity of Catholic doctrine
embodied in the words of
Jesus Christ.

DR
GIANNA
EMANUELA MOLLA
Dr Gianna is the daughter
Saint Gianna Beretta Molla
gave her life for. She is
devoted to sharing the
example, testimony and
spirituality of her SaintMum.

RESPECT LIFE

Living

PRO-LIFE, PRO-FAM
The highlight of this week of pro-life and pro
-family events is the Living the Splendour of
Truth Pro-Life and Pro-Family Conference
which will be held at Epsom Girls Grammar
School from Friday 5th to Sunday 7th October.

FATHER
SHENAN BOQUET
As President of Human Life
International, Father Boquet
travels the world spreading
the Gospel of Life and
mentoring Clergy,
Seminarians and lay leaders.

FATHER
LINUS CLOVIS
Father Clovis is the Spiritual
Director of Family Life
International NZ and is a
versatile speaker on pro-life
and pro-family issues,
Scripture, Mariology and
Catholic teaching.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT ANY OF THESE EVENTS PLEASE VISIT FLI
FOR LIFEFEST VISIT FLI
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intrusive culture of death.
Beginning with in-depth workshops, participants will gain practical insights into specific areas of interest. This year there are four
two-hour workshops covering post-abortion healing, Natural Fertility Regulation, reaching abortion vulnerable women and pro-life
apologetics.
The Conference will be officially opened on Friday evening
with Holy Mass at St Michael’s in Remuera at 7:30pm. His Eminence Raymond Leo Cardinal Burke will be the Principal Celebrant
and Homilist at this very special occasion to which all are invited.
Presentations over the weekend will cover a wide variety of
important, hard-hitting and critical topics including abortion, population control, gender ideology, sex education, same-sex attraction,
euthanasia and assisted suicide, conscience and much more.
A highlight of both the LifeFest Youth Conference and the Living the Splendour of Truth Conference is our very special guest, Dr
Gianna Emanuela Molla whose mother, Saint Gianna Beretta Molla, gladly gave her life that her daughter may live. Gianna Emanuela will share of her mother’s sacrifice, her spirituality and her
heroic virtue.

E MONTH 2018

g the

MILY CONFERENCE
In this most important conference, featuring
an impressive line-up of international and local
speakers you, and your family, will rediscover
the newness of the faith and its power to expose
and transform a seemingly prevalent and all-

FATHER
JEREMY PALMAN
Father Palman is Administrator at Holy Family Parish,
Auckland. He has a keen
interest in pro-life and
pro-family issues and enjoys
teaching on these topical
subjects.

Prayer will be a very important aspect of the Conference with
Holy Mass each day, and an Adoration Chapel. The Feast of the
Holy Rosary marks a very special occasion throughout the world
with a Global Rosary occurring in the US, the UK, Australia and
other countries including New Zealand. His Eminence Cardinal
Burke and Bishop Patrick Dunn have both endorsed the prayer effort. This will take place at 3pm at the Conference venue.
Families are most welcome to attend the conference, including
children who will be catered for with their very own programme.
Don’t miss this full three-day programme packed with informative presentations and workshops which will equip you to boldly
live the splendour of truth in your families, schools and work
places! 

DR
BRIAN CLOWES, PhD
Dr Clowes is the Director of
Education and Research at
Human Life International.
He is the author of 9 books
including the excellent
resource “The Facts of Life”.

DR
COLIN HARTE, PhD
Colin gained his PhD for a
thesis on suffering and
self-giving, based on the
theology of John Paul II.
He serves as Board Chair
of Care Not Killing UK.

DR
WANDA
SKOWRONSKA
Wanda is an educational
psychologist from Sydney.
She counsels for FLI Australia
and is a sessional lecturer for
the John Paul II Institute for
Marriage and Family.

I.ORG.NZ/PROLIFECONFERENCE2018 OR PHONE MICHAEL LORETZ 021 825 955
I.ORG.NZ/LIFEFEST2018
Family Life International NZ
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BERT
& LIDA ASSEN

DAME
COLLEEN BAYER

Bert and Lida are the
amazing parents of 16
grown children and
understand what it
means to be generous in
the vocation of marriage.

Colleen is the Founder of
Family Life International NZ
and through her love of
mothers and families, has
saved hundreds of babies
from abortion.

KATHY
CLOWES
Kathy Clowes has been
helping women, and couples
at Front Royal Pregnancy
Center since 1998; first as a
peer counselor, and from
2006 as Director.

CATHERINE
GILLIES
Post abortion counsellor
Catherine Gillies has
counselled women of many
nationalities and for over
thirty years she has studied
the impact of abortion.

Truth

DR JOSEPH
& CUSHLA HASSAN
Joseph and Cushla set up
St Luke’s Health Centre,
Nelson, in 2001. The Centre
offers fertility education and
a free Crisis Pregnancy
Service.

JAIME
LEORNAS
Jaime has worked tirelessly
in the Philippines promoting
the Gospel of Life. He hosts
conferences and speaks to
thousands of youth every
year.

MICHAEL
LORETZ
Michael is FLI NZ’s
Education Director and
is passionate about the
education of young people
about chastity, friendships
and life issues.

enlightens man’s
intelligence
and shapes his
freedom,
leading him to
know and love
the Lord.
Saint John Paul II
Veritatis Splendor

Living the

CONFERENCE DINNER
WITH GUEST SPEAKER

SATURDAY 6 OCTOBER 2018
6:30PM

PRE-DINNER DRINKS

BUFFET DINNER AND DESSERT

EPSOM GIRLS GRAMMAR SCHOOL
MARJORY ADAMS HALL
SILVER ROAD, EPSOM, AUCKLAND
TICKETS $75 EACH
ORDER AT
F L I . O R G . N Z / P R O L I F EC O N F E R E N C E 2 0 18
OR PHONE 09 629 4361
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A REFLECTION:

PEACE FOUND IN THE CROSS
AND THE GLORY OF THE RISEN CHRIST
Saint John Paul II, Veritatis Splendor

shares our human condition, but in complete openness to the grace of God. Not having known sin,
she is able to have compassion on every kind of weakness. She
understands sinful man and loves him with a Mother's love.
Precisely for this reason she is on the side of truth and shares
the Church's burden in recalling always and to everyone the
demands of morality. Nor does she permit sinful man to be
deceived by those who claim to love him by justifying his sin,
for she knows that the sacrifice of Christ her Son would thus be
emptied of its power. No absolution offered by beguiling
doctrines, even in the areas of philosophy and theology, can
make man truly happy: only the Cross and the glory of the Risen
Christ can grant peace to his conscience and salvation to his life.

Mary

O Mary, Mother of Mercy, watch over all people,
that the Cross of Christ may not be emptied of its
power, that man may not stray from the path of the
good or become blind to sin, but may put his hope ever
more fully in God who is "rich in mercy." May he carry out
the good works prepared by God beforehand and so live
completely "for the praise of his glory".

amen

John Paul II Centre for Life
569 Richardson Road Mt Roskill, Auckland

Olive Wood Rosary
A lovely rosary with olive wood
beads. Each oval shaped bead
measures 1cm long by 7mm
wide. From Fatima, Portugal.
(RO1847) $24.50

ORDER NOW at
catholicgifts.co.nz
Or call 09 629 0820
fli.shop@xtra.co.nz

OPEN Monday to Friday 9:00am - 4:30pm
Saturday10:00am - 1:00pm

33 Day Consecration to Jesus
Through Mary
This booklet describes how anyone, of any age
or background, may consecrate their heart to
Jesus, through Mary, using the celebrated
guidance of St Louis de Montfort. Includes
reflections, resolutions and prayers.
(BL929) $11.00

We stock a good range of Baptism, First Communion and Confirmation Gifts, books and sacramentals.
Additional shipping costs apply.
All proceeds go to Family Life International’s Gianna’s Choice Pregnancy Options and Support.

Family Life International NZ
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Abortion

BY

HAVE YOU BEEN DECEIVED ABOUT THE
ABORTIVE ACTION OF MANY BIRTH CONTROL METHODS ?
Dr Claude E. Newbury

M
It cannot be
stressed strongly
enough that all
varieties of
hormonal
methods and
IUD’s cause
abortions and
that their ultimate
effectiveness in
preventing births
greatly depends
on inducing early
abortions.

ost “contraceptives” such as “The Contraceptive Pill”, “The Morning
After Pill”, the IUD, Norplant, and injectable hormones are abortive.
Their abortive actions are incontrovertible facts, that can be quickly
and easily verified by simply reading the pamphlets accompanying
their sale.

A true contraceptive is one which is contra-conception, i.e. it prevents conception.
Conception being the event that occurs when the sperm and the ovum fuse together,
joining their chromosomal identities to one another and thereby establishing full
complements of chromosomal DNA and ribosomal RNA - and in this process
establishing a new, unique, human individual. Essentially, from this moment forward,
the only things that are necessary for this new human being to reach full maturity are
nutrition, shelter, safety and protection from harm. All of which are provided until the
time of birth in the safety and perfect environment in the womb of the mother.

How “Contraceptives” Work
Birth control pills and injectable and implantable hormones all have thr ee pr ime
mechanisms of action:
1

They inhibit ovulation, this action being a partial, temporary sterilising
action.

2

They obstruct the passage of sperm through the mouth of the womb by
thickening the plug of mucus in the cervix, this action being a barrier
contraceptive effect.

3

They alter the lining of the womb into which a human embryo must implant
itself between five to eleven days after conception, by rendering this lining
hostile to implantation. Thereby directly causing the embryo to fail to
implant and thereby causing it to die, this is its abortive action.

The facts are, that while using these things, ovulation can and does occur, sperm
can and do get through the thickened mucus plug in the cervix and fertilisation can and
does occur from time to time.
But then the third action of these drugs comes into effect, namely the effect on the
lining of the womb and the embryo is aborted. However, from time to time, despite
women taking these drugs in full accordance with the directions and despite the
damage to the lining of the womb, the pregnancy continues. These events are termed
“contraceptive failures”, and then “post conceptive Family Planning” i.e. abortion, is
offered to ‘rectify’ this.
The action of so-called “contraceptives” on the endometrium (the lining of the
womb), constitutes actual biological “scorched earth” and “poisoning of the wells”
atrocities, specifically designed to kill tiny human beings.
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IUDS cause abortions by:
1

Preventing implantation because of their mechanical presence inside the womb which dislodges the
embryo.

2

Causing infections inside the cavity of the womb which damages both the embryo and the lining of the
womb and often damages the fallopian tubes.

3

IUDs wrapped with copper coils, release lethal levels of copper, thereby killing embryos. It is Death
by Copper, in contrast to Death by Zyklon B.

4 IUD’s that also contain birth-control hormones cause further damage to the lining of the womb.

Lies, Damnable Lies and Demonic Deceit
In attempting to deny that the action preventing implantation of the embryo in the womb constitutes abortion, the contraception-abortion cartel claim—against all evidence and logic—that human life does not begin at the beginning, i.e.
at the time of conception/fertilisation, but only after the embryo has implanted himself or herself into the lining of the
womb when they are between five and eleven days old!
Therefore, in their “newspeak”, causing abortions by disrupting or preventing implantation, does not constitute
abortion!

Biological Weapons of Mass Destruction
“Contraceptives” are true “weapons of mass destruction”, arrayed against the most innocent and helpless of all human
beings, namely very young human embryos.
Women whose “contraceptives” produce this holocaust of intrauterine infanticide are generally unaware of how
these drugs and devices work.
Pharmacists, and “family planning” doctors and nurses almost without exception, fail to tell women about the
serious risks to their health inherent in their use, such as strokes, blood-clots and pulmonary emboli, only to mention
three of the numerous complications associated with their use.
While it is true that some of these drugs and devices may not always cause abortions in each fertile cycle —
because in such cycles they may be operating as temporary sterilising agents or as barrier contraceptives, but they
also cause early abortions. However, it cannot be stressed strongly enough that all varieties of hormonal methods
and IUD’s cause abortions and that their ultimate effectiveness in preventing births greatly depends on inducing early
abortions. 
Dr Claude Newbury is a medical doctor and pro-life activist from South Africa. The above is an extract taken from
an article published in Family Life International UK’s Family & Life Magazine on Humanae Vitae. The extract is
reprinted with permission from FLI UK.

"The scientific answer is that the embryo is a human being
from the time of fertilization because of its human
chromosomal constitution. The zygote is the beginning
of a developing human."
Source: Keith L. Moore, T.V.N. Persaud, Mark G. Torchia,
Before We Are Born: Essentials of Embryology, 8th edition. Philadelphia, PA: Saunders, 2013. p.327
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Life, death,
hate speech And the truth

L

Woe to those
who call evil
good and
good evil,
who put
darkness for
light and light
for darkness,
who put bitter
for sweet and
sweet for bitter
Isaiah 5:20

iberalisation of abortion laws,
legislation before the House to
legalise euthanasia and assisted suicide and a review of the
Human Rights Act are all featuring
prominently in New Zealand’s political
landscape right now.
Never before has human life in New
Zealand been in such grave danger, both
before birth and at the end of life, as it is
today. At the same time, there are politicians, supported by the media and lobby groups, working hard to silence the so
-called “haters”. “Haters” being the term
to describe those who do not subscribe to
the liberal agendas and practices of the
current age—agendas which seek to destroy truth by turning it upside down and
deforming it with lies and all sorts of
perversities.
The future of New Zealand is in a
perilous state. Lives are at stake—both
physically and spiritually. The future of
our children and grandchildren depends
on our ability and courageous determination to always and everywhere speak the
truth about marriage, family, the dignity
of the human person, the fundamental
right to life… and our faith.
Abortion Law Reform
Andrew Little, Justice Minister, requested that the Law Commission investigate
ways in which the law could address
abortion as a health issue. The Commission was asked to undertake this as a
matter of urgency, dropping all current
projects and reporting back to the government by the end of October. Submissions by interested parties have been
made and a report is now being drafted.
End of Life Choice Bill
David Seymour’s End of Life Choice
Bill is currently before the Justice Select
Committee having passed its first reading
in Parliament on 13 December 2017.
Having received more than 35,000 submissions—a record—the Committee is
now hearing spoken submissions. The
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Michelle Kaufman
Committee expects to report back to the
House in March 2019.
Silencing Freedom of Speech and
Belief
An attempt, which ultimately failed, was
made earlier this year to remove the
clause against blasphemy from the
Crimes Act. On the website blasphemy.nz it explains why blasphemy law is
bad. One of those points is because
“they protect religious beliefs and practices, institutions and leaders, from legitimate and often necessary criticism”.
In a society where gender ideology
and other perversions of the human person, marriage and sexuality exist alongside a desire suppress evidence and opinions—at whatever cost—that show these
ideologies for what they really are—an
attempt to remove this protection is very
concerning.
Read this in light of the upcoming
review (2019) of the Human Rights Act.
Announced by Andrew Little, Justice
Minister. This review (and any subsequent changes) will no doubt make it
very difficult for any person who upholds
Christian beliefs about marriage, family,
faith and the life issues. As has already
been seen in the case of the Warkworth
Bakers, we will be persecuted.
What to do:
Increasingly, these attacks on truth are
taking on the likeness of a tsunami. We
must stand strong and faithful, knowing
that ultimately the victory has been won
on the Cross. In the meantime, we have
a duty to do all we can in our particular
stations. Here are a few ideas: Keep
your ear to the ground; don’t tire of making submissions when needed; speak to
politicians and pastors and ask them respectfully to be a voice; attend the annual
March for Life on December 8th in Wellington; write letters to the editor; share
information on social media. Most importantly, pray and fast. Kia Kaha—
stand strong.
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A GLANCE AT THE
2017 ABORTION STATISTICS
These sobering statistics were released on June 19, 2018 from Statistics New Zealand with
information obtained from the Abortion Supervisory Committee.

13,285

REPORTED INDUCED ABORTIONS

AN INCREASE
IN ONE YEAR OF

462

LIVES LOST,
FAMILIES
WOMEN WOUNDED AND IMPACTED

36
PRE-BORN CHILDREN
MEDICALLY AND
SURGICALLY ABORTED
EVERY DAY

11,874
11%
96

HAD PREVIOUSLY HAD 3 OR MORE
ABORTIONS
OF WHICH...

10
40%

HAD 7 OR MORE ABORTIONS

OF WOMEN WHO HAD AN ABORTION IN 2017
WERE USING SOME FORM OF CONTRACEPTION
AT THE TIME OF CONCEPTION

ABORTION IS NOT HEALTH CARE
ABORTION IS AN ACT OF VIOLENCE THAT HARMS
WOMEN AND KILLS HER PRE-BORN CHILD.
REAL HEALTH CARE LOOKS AFTER MOTHER AND BABY.

Family Life International NZ

WERE LATE-TERM ABORTIONS
(20+ WEEKS)
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OF WOMEN WHO HAD AN ABORTION IN 2017
HAD PREVIOUSLY HAD AN ABORTION

580

TOOK PLACE AT 13 PLUS WEEKS

OF WHICH...

20 WEEKS

36%

WERE FIRST TRIMESTER ABORTIONS
OCCURRING BEFORE 13 WEEKS

www.fli.org.nz

OCCURRED IN THE
24TH WEEK OR LATER

TOP 5
ABORTION
PROVIDERS
4,034 EPSOM DAY
1,606 LYNDHURST/
CHIRSTICHRUCH
1,535 WELLINGTON
REGIONAL
HOSPITAL

1,085 AUCKLAND
MEDICAL AID
CENTRE

880 WAIKATO
HOSPITAL
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THE JOY OF
WELCOMING

Dame Colleen Bayer

Family Life
International’s
Founding Director,
Dame Colleen Bayer,
sat down with one
brave mother to
discuss her situation
and joy in
welcoming her
baby daughter.
Here is their
conversation.

Angi, thanks so much for
spending this time with
me to tell your story. I
appreciate how difficult it is
for you to write out how you
feel as the English language
has been a real challenge for
you to grasp. However, I
must say you have come a
long way since we first met
and I am very proud of your
achievements!

and you said together we can make
a plan that will help you and your
baby.

Angi, how long have you been
living in New Zealand?
Four years.

So you came to live at Gianna’s
Choice Centre straight away and
have been here throughout your
pregnancy. Your baby girl has
been born. She is beautiful! How
has it been for you living at the
Centre and coming to stay at my
family home for some weekends
while you were pregnant?
I’m very happy. You’re very kind to
me. You give me help and support.
I feel very moved to live in your
home until the baby is born, you
give baby supplies that are the best.
You have given me a lot of support
in my life and in my heart. The daily
necessities you provide for my baby
are very good products, and you
take care of me and the baby very
carefully.

What did you hope for your life in
New Zealand?
I came to vacation, and I met a
young man and after a while we
started living together.
When you got pregnant what
happened?
He doesn’t want children. He asked
me to have a miscarriage [abortion].
And then I met Mary the midwife
when I was looking for information
about abortion.
How did you feel about that?
I was devastated. I didn’t know what
to do. Mary brought me to see you
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What happened then to make
you feel you had to leave your
boyfriend straight away? Did
your boyfriend tell you to leave
his place if you did not have baby
taken out?
Because I don’t have a miscarriage,
I have to move. It was choose him
or have miscarriage. He has never
contacted me since. That is one year
now since I have seen him.
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Angi, New Zealand is very different to your
home country. Can you tell me what it was
like for you growing up in China as an only
girl child with a single mother?
Single mothers can have a very difficult life in
China. Children without fathers are excluded. I
was excluded and my mother worked very hard to
look after me. She was excluded herself. Single
mothers can hardly find a suitable life. It is very
expensive to live and to study in China. And then
everyone gets talked about. My Chinese friends
also knew about my situation. They think abortion.

subsidies. It is difficult for a person to make sure
that the child is safe and that he can work and live.
More importantly, being discriminated against.
According to different statistics, there are 200,000
missing children in China every year. I love my
daughter very much and never want to be parted
from her.

Thank you so much Angi for being so
courageous and sharing your story with us.
If I hadn’t known you, I would have had abortion.
Because abortion is an easy thing in China. If
you are single in China pregnancy hospital may
refuse to give you birth. Because China wants
birth certificate, to go through birth certificate
formalities must be husband and wife. It will be
difficult to have a baby without a birth certificate.

You have learnt English well at the classes you
took while you were pregnant. Maybe you
would like to continue with more classes when
Gianna Joy is more settled and little older? You
have always inspired me. You are brave and
strong. You are a good mother and my greatest
prayer for you is that you and Gianna Joy can
live happily together in New Zealand, or if you
choose to, to go back to China.

Did you feel safe being pregnant in New
Zealand?
New Zealand is much easier than China. But if I
don’t know you, I will choose abortion. Because I
have no way, I will be afraid. I have very nice
friends here at the Centre who help me.

You know here at Family Life we have a small
Chapel where we pray. Have you ever thought
that you would like this faith for you and
Gianna Joy?
Of course, I hope my baby will have faith. Grow
up healthily and happily. Thank you for helping
me give birth to this baby!

If I don’t have your support in New Zealand, I will
have an abortion. If I were in China, I would have
had an abortion. In China, all my friends around
me think abortion is a better choice for me.
Except for you. Thank you for your support and
love.

What would you like for the future of Gianna
Joy? What are your hopes and dreams for
yourself and for your beautiful daughter?
I hope I can learn English well and find a job. I
want to raise my daughter.

You are a very good and kind young mother.
You will never regret your decision. Thank you
for being so honest and sharing your story in
this way with our Friends for Life. 

People in our city like boys, not girls. There is a
problem with the Chinese vaccine (sic) and the
baby is killed. Chinese people can sell children.
They also rob babies to change money with their
internal organs.
The cost of giving birth to babies and seeing
doctors in China is very high. This problem is
very common in China. So it’s hard for a single
mother. Because the Chinese government has no

Family Life International NZ
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News from
our JPII Centres for Life

Family Life International NZ
Working through prayer, education and service to establish a culture of life and love where the
dignity of the human person is upheld from conception through to natural death,
and the natural family is upheld as the basic cell of society.

AUCKLAND

Michael Loretz speaks
to participants at the
Euthanasia Submission
Workshop held at the
Auckland John Paul II
Centre for Life earlier
this year.

This current year has been, as usual, incredibly busy for the team based at
the Auckland John Paul II Centre for Life. Situated only metr es fr om the
intersection of Dominion Road Extension and Richardson Road, the Centre
draws many visitors throughout the week. People come for a variety of purposes—to visit the Chapel of the Annunciation, purchase gifts from our Family
Life Catholic Gifts store, or to discuss with staff members concerns weighing
heavily on their hearts in regard to life, faith and family issues and how the
decline in morality impacts them and their families. Some wish to learn Natural Fertility Regulation. Others have learned of our Gianna’s Choice Pregnancy
Options and Support service, and, because they are facing an unexpected pregnancy need support,
friendship and practical assistance, they turn to us. Still others are hurting after an abortion and are
seeking support in healing from the experience.
Each encounter is an opportunity to love our neighbour through listening and assisting in whatever
way we can. For those who have come simply to purchase a gift, we are able to explain to them the
important work of Family Life International in saving lives and protecting the family.
The work of our apostolate isn’t confined to the walls of the John Paul II Centre for Life. This year
staff members have had numerous speaking engagements throughout the country including at the
Eucharistic Conventions in Auckland and Wellington, Pompallier College in Whangarei, St
Patrick’s College in Silverstream as well as to a wide variety of groups in the community. Currently,
we are blessed to have Father Linus Clovis in residence and he is in popular demand for speaking
engagements and for providing the sacraments.
40 Days for Life was once again an important outreach in the community and a unifying prayer effort
which bore much fruit, with two babies and their mothers known to have been saved from the horror
of abortion during the vigil.
Our team are very busy preparing for our week of pro-life activities which includes the LifeFest
Youth Conference and Living the Splendour of Truth Conference this October 4th to 7th! With an
inspiring line-up of expert speakers—including His Eminence Raymond Leo Cardinal Burke and Dr
Gianna Emanuela Molla—these events are not to be missed! We hope to see you there!
Michelle Kaufman

DUNEDIN
In Dunedin, the people of the South continue to pray for an end to abortion and for
a new culture of life to thrive in our nation. The Rosar y for Life and Angelus continues to be held on Mondays and Fridays at 5:30pm in the Moran Chapel, at the Octagon.
We pray for respect for life from conception to natural death. Please join us if you are
nearby.
Your prayers are definitely being heard! With your prayerful support, we have been able
to help a young girl through her pregnancy and Ann-Maree recently had the pleasure of
attending her baby shower. What a joy to see a young mum who is now confident and
excited to be awaiting the birth of her much loved baby!
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WELLINGTON
The Wellington John Paul II Centre for Life based in Porirua has had another
busy year supporting mothers before, during and after the birth of their precious little ones; addr essing youth gr oups and other s on our wor k and the pr olife message; responding to requests for information and resources; walking alongside individuals seeking healing and to live a life of sexual integrity and praying with
others for an end to abortion. At the end of 2017 people from many different Christian communities all over New Zealand descended on Wellington for the first
National March for Life in what was an amazingly joyful and uplifting event.
Prayer is the foundation of all pro-life work and so the V igils for the Unborn and 40
Days for Life are absolutely critical to the mission of FLI in Wellington. To quote St
Pope John Paul II, “Jesus himself has shown us by his own example that prayer and
fasting are the first and most effective weapons against the forces of evil.” EV #100.
I will remember this 40 Days for Life campaign as the year of the flowers! On Day
three, God seemed to touch three young children’s hearts to bring flowers for the pre
-born children losing their lives at Te Mahoe. On the first day, Ash Wednesday, the children had
approached me on their way to school and asked what I was doing, to which I simply replied,
“Praying for babies and their mothers.” Their English was broken and I wasn’t even sure they understood me. Two days later they came along armed with yellow roses. The girl presented me with
one which was touching enough but, then, the boys proceeded up the hospital path pausing half way
up to ‘plant’ theirs in the garden. It was breath-taking to witness such an inspired gesture of love
from such innocent ones for the smallest of innocent ones losing their lives inside.

The peaceful 40 Days
for Life prayer vigil
outside Wellington
Regional Hospital
during Lent this
year had an impact
on many in the
community.

Father Brian Quin S.M. May he rest in peace (6 February 1937 – 24 March 2018)
It was with great sadness that we heard our good friend Father Quin had died on Day 39 of the 40
Days for Life campaign. He was an exceptionally faithful supporter of pro-life work. While living
in Otaki in the late 1990’s Father would travel into Newtown for the V igils for the Unborn. Later,
when he lived in Wellington, he would often offer the Mass or perhaps lead the rosary procession.
Later still, as he got a bit more unsteady, he would attend and participate as he was able. During the
first 40 Days for Life campaigns he would travel into the hospital weekly by train and bus and then
pray a rosary.
On my last visit to him, a few weeks before this Lent began, I learnt he was still actively advocating
for the unborn through his clear and concise letter-writing. He told me he had recently replied to the
new Prime Minister’s letter in the Welcom Archdiocesan paper. In her letter, P.M Jacinda Ardern
had praised the Catholic Church for its social justice work in different areas. Father Quin said he
wrote to let her know she had forgotten to mention the Church’s perennial and vital work on behalf
of unborn children; being the voice to always uphold the dignity of the human person from conception throughout the ages. What a trooper he was, he was still busy planting seeds of truth right to
the end.
Father Quin will be remembered for his fidelity and perseverance in advocating for pre-born children; his wise and practical counsel; and the concern and friendship he extended to so many. We
give thanks for his time with us and will remain inspired by his example and the good man and
priest he was.

Clare McClean

We continue to support women who have either had their baby or are in need of pregnancy tests or
material support, including food, clothes or baby equipment. The Dunedin team are benefitting from
on-going training in the Love Approach to help abortion vulnerable mums. We very much appreciate the wisdom and guidance from Clare at FLI’s Wellington John Paul II Centre for Life in this
regard.
Meanwhile, our educational mission continues with Father Linus Clovis visiting in September. We
hope you can join us in welcoming him. Father Clovis is an excellent and engaging speaker on issues concerning life, faith and family.
Philippa O’Neill and Michael Loretz

Fw
2
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Dame Colleen Bayer

G

ianna’s Choice Mobile Life Centre was launched last November, and what a very successful start it has
been! We can share the great news that the very first baby born after being viewed by mum on the new
portable ultrasound machine was born in July. The ultrasound had been purchased as equipment for the
Mobile Life Centre.

So to all you amazing Friends for Life who made the purchase of Gianna’s Choice Mobile Life Centre and ultrasound possible—THANK YOU! Our mums, along with young people who have learnt so much about the unborn
child from going through the Mobile Life Centre and learning about our services will forever hold in their hearts the
moment that they actually saw an unborn baby on an ultrasound picture taken from our new machine. They will always remember what our dedicated volunteers taught them about the sanctity of human life and the delicate preciousness of those first moments of human life.
What an awesome responsibility each of the team at Family Life International have of saving lives and teaching
young people—our future parents and leaders—the beauty of the Splendour of Truth, of true friendship, of marriage
and true dignity of the human person. We are deeply blessed and privileged to be called to this Apostolate.
Gianna’s Choice Mobile Life Centre has visited Wellington, Whanganui, Napier, Taupo, Auckland, Wellsford,
Whangarei, Keri Keri and Kaitaia. We have been to two colleges and been invited back again. We have also been at
the Wellington Eucharistic Convention, the Auckland Catholic Youth Festival, and various other places promoting the
service and teaching people of all ages about the beauty of life before birth.
Right now we are starting the Winter to Spring programme for Gianna’s Choice Mobile Life Centre. It is so very

Outside Wellington Hospital’s
Te Mahoe abortion facility.
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Next Generation youth at the
Catholic Youth Festival.

The Mobile Life Centre is perfect for
serving and educating.
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exciting and we look forward to saving many more babies lives and helping
their mothers to make a new and wonderful plan for their future, including
fathers where at all possible.
We have identified areas within Auckland where a regular presence will be
of benefit to the local community. The location and schedule will be posted
online at pregnancyoptions.org as soon as it is finalised.
In the weeks and days when the Mobile Life Centre is not in its regular
spot, we will be visiting Catholic Colleges throughout Auckland, Hamilton and
Rotorua, speaking with the students about the development of the pre-born
child, threats to human life and chastity. Our volunteer presenters will also
explain how the students can get involved and be positive influencers amongst
their peers.
We will also be taking the Mobile Life Centre to the beach—promoting
life, offering free pregnancy tests and being there for the abortion vulnerable.
Please keep all the activities of the Gianna’s Choice Mobile Life Centre in
your prayers.
The calendar is filling up! If you would like the Mobile Life Centre to
visit your Catholic College, Parish or Community Group, please contact
Michael Loretz 021 825 955.

Gianna’s Choice Mobile Life
Centre will be at the following places over the coming
months. Our Friends for Life
are most welcome to come
and have a look. We would
love to see you there!
Thursday 4 October
LifeFest Youth
Conference, Auckland

Friday 5 to
Sunday 7 October
Living the Splendour
of Truth Conference, Auckland

Wednesday 5 to
Wednesday 12 December
Travelling from Auckland to
Wellington for the March for Life
on Saturday 8 December. The
Mobile Life Centre will visit
towns along the way.

is a precious GIFT!
To leave a ’Gift for life’ to Family Life International NZ Trust,
please call your solicitor. All it takes is the addition of a simple
codicil to your existing will. Alternatively, you may like to email
or call Dame Colleen Bayer, DSG.

Email: col.fli@xtra.co.nz | Phone: 027 448 8061
Colleen would love to visit you to explain and introduce you to
our ‘Gift for Life’ bequest programme.

For a bright and safe future for all children born and unborn.

Fw
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AUCKLAND
To find out more about any of the Auckland activities
please contact Michael Loretz 021 825 955

Weekly Prayer outside AMAC

Destined for Greatness:
Building a Culture of Life

Every Wednesday  9:30am to 10:30am
Outside the Auckland Medical Aid Centre
283-289 Dominion Road  Mt Eden
Gather on the opposite side of the road.
Join us at Calvary in praying for the pre-born children
in danger of death, their mothers and fathers and the
abortion workers. Your presence saves lives!

Clergy Workshop: Being Truly Pastoral
Amid the Complexities of Life
Wednesday 3 October  10:30am to 2:30pm
Epsom Girls Grammar School  Silver Road  Epsom
Hosted by Father Shenan Boquet and Dr Brian Clowes of
Human Life International, this will be a crucial chance for
clergy and seminarians to discuss practical and sensitive
pastoral approaches to support families in the complex
situations that are common today. Father Boquet and Brian
Clowes collaborate with Vatican officials, (arch)bishops
and Church leaders throughout the world. The discussion
will continue over a cooked lunch. Please RSVP to Michael.

Sunday 30 September  1:30pm to 4:30pm
St Joseph’s Hall  10 Dominion Street  Takapuna
Held in association with Couples for Christ Foundation for
Family and Life and Human Life International with pro-life
missionaries Father Shenan Boquet and Dr Brian Clowes
presenting. The seminar will discuss our call as Christians
to love, protect, defend and serve life. All welcome.

LifeFest Youth Conference
Thursday 4 October  9:00am to 9:00pm
Epsom Girls Grammar School
Marjory Adams Hall  Silver Road  Epsom
Ages 13+  Cost $20 (Sponsorships available)
Includes all meals and resources.
Expect informative, engaging talks by respected
international Catholic speakers, music, entertainment,
food, life-affirming, fun, hands on activities, Holy Mass
and Eucharistic Adoration.
Register and find out more at: fli.org.nz/lifefest2018

FLI.ORG.NZ/PROLIFEEVENTS

WELLINGTON
VIGIL FOR THE UNBORN
SATURDAY 15 SEPTEMBER AT 10AM

ST ANNE’S, EMMETT STREET, NEWTOWN
Contact Clare McClean 04 237 8343
clare.fli@xtra.co.nz
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Conference Dinner
Saturday 6 October  6:30pm  Epsom Girls Grammar School  Marjory Adams Hall  Silver Road  Epsom
With Guest Speaker Dr Gianna Emanuela Molla—the daughter of Saint Gianna Beretta Molla. See advert on page 18.
Conference registration not required. Tickets $75 per person. Order online at fli.org.nz/prolifeconference2018

Conference Opening Mass

DUNEDIN

Friday 5 October  7:30pm
St Michael’s Church  6 Beatrice Road  Remuera

To find out more about any of the Dunedin activities
please contact Philippa O’Neill 03 479 0294

Conference Closing Mass
Sunday 7 October  4:20pm
Epsom Girls Grammar School
Marjory Adams Hall  Silver Road  Epsom
With His Eminence Raymond Leo Cardinal Burke as
Principal Celebrant and Homilist at both the Opening and
Closing Masses. Conference registration not required.
All welcome.

Rosary for Life
Every Monday and Friday  5:00pm to 6:00pm
Moran Chapel  The Octagon  Dunedin
Praying for the respect for life in New Zealand. The hour
of prayer concludes with the Angelus. All welcome.

Father Clovis in Dunedin
Friday 7 to Sunday 9 September

Living the Splendour of Truth
Pro-Life, Pro-Family Conference

Evening Talk: Moral Relativism and Natural Law
Friday 7 September  6:00pm
Holy Name Church  Great King Street  Dunedin

Friday 5 to Sunday 7 October
Epsom Girls Grammar School
Marjory Adams Hall  Silver Road  Epsom

Afternoon Talk: Natural Law and the Family
Saturday 8 September  2:00pm
Mercy Parish  40 MacAndrew Road  South Dunedin

Don’t miss this full three-day programme packed with informative presentations and workshops which will equip
you to boldly live the splendour of truth in your families,
schools and workplaces!
Register and find out more at:
fli.org.nz/prolifeconference2018

Mass in the Extraordinary Form and Talk:
The State of the Church Today in the Light of
Apparitions
Sunday 9 September  8:30am (Mass)
Priory Chapel (behind St Joseph’s Cathedral)
Rattray Street  Dunedin
Talk will follow Holy Mass.

WELLINGTON
To find out more about any of the
Wellington activities please contact
Clare McClean 04 237 8343

Father Clovis in Wellington
Sunday 2 to Wednesday 5 September
Afternoon Talk: Mary, Our Advocate
Sunday 2 September  2:00pm
St Patrick’s Church  3 Childers Terrace  Kilbirnie
Morning Talk: Mary and Motherhood
Monday 3 September  10:00am
Our Lady of Fatima Church  169 Main Road  Tawa
A talk especially for young mothers, but all welcome.

Young Adults Talk: Types and Shadows
Wednesday 5 September
Venue and time to be confirmed.

Family Life International NZ

SATURDAY
8TH DECEMBER | 2pm

Join people of good will from all over
New Zealand in a walk from Civic Centre to
Parliament Grounds for the annual March for Life.

Be a voice for the voiceless.

marchforlife.nz

www.fli.org.nz
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